3" 150# R.F. INLET FLANGE

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
CARBON STEEL

SWIVEL JOINT SEALS
FLUOROCARBON GFLT

PRODUCT
ASPHALT

ESTIMATED WEIGHT
325 LBS

MOMENT LOAD AT SPRING
11,650 IN-LBS

TEST PRESSURE
90 PSI

PRODUCT RETENTION
NO

WEIGHT BY OTHERS
INSULATION AT 2.5 LBS/FT

PIPE PKG, CST, EJ33F-J527, J528

LOADING ARM, NAME TAG AND HARDWARE

LOADER SEAL KIT, 8000, FLUOROCARBON, 3"

MODULE, SWIVEL, CST, DSF, 3"

WLDT, SF x F, 3" CST DSF

ASM, BT STYLE, DFLH/UFRH, CST, DSF, 3"

3" CST PIPE SPOOL, OBR

3" CST PIPE SPOOL ASSY, DROP

3" FIXED REACH TOP LOADING ARM, DFLH